House Trap

Anatomy of a Toilet

Tank

Toilet Bowl

Older homes may have a building or house
trap (also called a “whole house trap”
because it is on the main sewer line). House
traps stop sewer gases from rising up into the
home through plumbing fixture drains. New
plumbing fixtures contain a trap, so wholehouse traps are no longer necessary. House

traps can collect debris, limit access for
cleaning, are prone to failure, and cause flow
restrictions in your building’s sewer lines.

Sewer Cleanout
A sewer cleanout is an accessible opening,
or cap, in your home’s sewer line which
allows for maintenance of the private

sewer system. Cleanouts are often found in
the basement on
the floor, sewer
stack, or outside
the home along
the private sewer
lateral.

Is Your Toilet Running?
Leaky toilets can cost extra $ on your utility bill.
Plus, that clear water entering the sewer adds
unnecessary pressure to the system.
To determine if you have a leaky toilet, add food
coloring or a “toilet tab” (pick up a free toilet
tab at the Government Center or ESD) to your
toilet tank and wait a few minutes to see if the
dyed water in the tank enters the bowl.
Flush Valve – If your toilet runs constantly or
makes a dripping noise there could be a
problem with its flush valve assembly. This will
cause water to enter the overflow valve and
continuously fill up in your tank.
Flapper – The flapper blocks water in the tank
from entering the bowl. If it is worn out water
can continuously leak into the bowl.
Fill Valve – Water will run continuously or the
toilet may not even flush at all.

Remember, only flush the 3-Ps:
Pee, Poop, and Toilet Paper
www.ci.superior.wi.us/DontFlush

Guide to
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Plumbing

Vent Pipe/ Stack: carries
wastewater from each plumbing
fixture to the building sewer.

Cleanout Access: provides
access to building sewer lateral
for cleaning and televising.

House Trap Vent Pipe: acts as an
air passageway for the house trap
so wastewater flows freely.

Gravity Sump Pit:
collects clear water
from foundation drains.

Foundation Drains:
collects clear water
(rain and snowmelt)
from around the
house.

House Trap: stop sewer gases from
rising up into the home through
plumbing fixture drains. They can
collect debris, limit access for
cleaning, are prone to failure and
cause flow restrictions.

Building Sewer Lateral: an
underground pipe that connects
a building to the city sewer main.

P-Trap: prevents sewer
gasses from entering house.

QUESTIONS? Call the City of Superior Environmental Services Division at 715-394-0392.
Learn more at www.ci.superior.wi.us/HomePlumbing

